THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS
School of Arts & Humanities

Examining Committee for Doctoral Field Examinations

_________________________________________  (SID# ______________________) requests that the following regular UTD faculty members serve as an examining committee for doctoral field examinations (circle appropriate field prefix):

HUAS

Topic or Period: __________________________________________________________

HUHI

Faculty Member's Name ___________________________ and Signature  

HUSL

HUAS

Topic or Period: __________________________________________________________

HUHI

Faculty Member's Name ___________________________ and Signature  

HUSL

HUAS

Topic or Period: __________________________________________________________

HUHI

Faculty Member's Name ___________________________ and Signature  

HUSL

Chair of Examining Committee ___________________________  

Associate Dean for Graduate Studies in the Humanities

Date ___________________________  

Dean of Graduate Studies, UTD

Guidelines: Examination fields should be broadly conceived research and teaching fields rather than narrow topics. They may complement but may not substantively overlap or duplicate one another. Doctoral students in Humanities must present fields distributed over at least two of the three areas (HUAS, HUHI, HUSL) of the program. Of these, at least one field must examine an issue or topic over a period of 200 years or more. Normally the faculty member examining a field is attached formally to the program area in which it falls. Exceptions to these rules occur only by petition to and approval of the Associate Dean for Graduate Studies.

Bibliographies: Within the semester in which this form is approved, the student must submit the initial bibliographies for the fields, each of which all committee members must approve.